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21 Officers, 90 Enlisted
940 Industry Support
Mission: Integrate, Test, Evaluate and Provide Life-Cycle Engineering and Logistics for 
Today's and Tomorrow's Warfare Systems
Homeport for Navy's Test Ship
Deep Water Port
44 Years of Fleet Support
NSWC Port Hueneme Background
4•AEGIS Combat System 
•Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) 
•Close In Weapon System 
•Cooperative Engagement 
Capability (CEC) 
•Battle Force Interoperability 
•Evolved NATO Seasparrow 
Missile (ESSM)
•Guided Missile Launching 
Systems 
•Gun Weapon Systems 
(Major/Minor Caliber) 
•HARPOON Weapon System 
•HE Laser 
•Integrated Auto Detect & 
Tracking System 
•MK 34 Gun Weapon System 
•MK 86 Gun Fire Control 
System 
•MK 92 Fire Control System 
•NATO Seasparrow Missile 
System 
•Rapid Anti-Ship Missile 
Integrated Defense 
System 
•Rolling Airframe Missile 
System 
•Search Radars 




•Target Acquisition System 
•TOMAHAWK Weapon 
Control System (All 
Variants) and TOMAHAWK 
All Up Round 
•Underway Replenishment 
•Vertical Launching System 
Amphibious Replenishment Strike GroupsSurface Combatants Aircraft Carriers Allied Forces





Design inherent capabilities to provide FD/FI 
Reduce conflicts in architecture issues
Allow architecture to change as issues are found







































no n H ardware
R eplacement







Conduct Gap analysis on current supportability guidance
Leverage from commercial efforts
Current MILSTD only addresses hardware issues.
Issue






Update and develop R&M 
analysis products
Conduct analysis of 
fleet failure
“…was upgraded to …, since then we have 
experienced constant system problems . . . 
experienced issues with technical 
documentation, parts support, equipment 






Develop weighting mechanism for adjusting predicted failure rates
Have a iterative process for improving confidence and failure rate
Adjust acquisition or ILS milestones based on confidence of data
Inaccurate data obtained from manufacturer
Issue










Buy to confidence 
level and use fleet 
inventory shore 
assets for risk 
fallback
Adjust maintenance 
and supply support 
















Invest in architecture to allow automated data structures for 
transmission of required data
Develop shorebase analysis tools as part of knowledge management











hardware, not the  
system
Modify engineering 


















































2k – Use of optional fields is 
decreasing and majority 



































































• 24/7/365 Virtual Teams: Fleet/ 
RMC’s/ISEA’s /Design / OEM’s / PM’s
• Systems Engineered Solutions
Virtual Test
• Land-Based System 
connectivity
• Distributed Models / 
Simulations
• Live & Sim Test Integration
Virtual Replication
• Multi-Degrees of Freedom 
Ship Systems Models 
• Joint Distributed Engineering 
Plants
Self Correcting Systems
• Embedded Real-Time Distance 
Support
• Self Repairing HW/SW
• Automated Maintenance 









Advanced Test & Evaluation
• Virtual Event Monitoring
• Modular Modeling & Simulation
• Integrated Data Acquisition & 
Analysis
Automated Prognostics
• Continuous Condition Reporting
• Condition/Risk Assessments
• System Activated Requisitioning
• Linked Monitoring and Diagnostics
Virtual Logistics
• Embedded Technical Data
• System Integrated Technical 
Manuals
• Synchronized Supply Support








• Periodic Data Output/ Analysis
• Predictive Maintenance Models
Advanced Distance Assist
• Remote Test, Evaluation & Repair 





ISEA recognizes the changing architecture requires changes how 
we provide in-service to the fleet.
